“BECOMING WHOLE”

-re-membering your soul’s longingwith Johanna Lundström
4th – 7th Nov 2022
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DESCRIPTION
Do you long to be more authentic, to follow your heart and serve as a demonstration of love in
this word? And in doing so fulfilling ways to catalyze our planet’s evolution? I do, and that is why
I am so inspired to share this heart-opening healing retreat with you.
To our ego, to our personality, it may feel like there will never be enough time to achieve what we
want, dream of and long for. However, for the soul, which exists in the timeless dimension, there
is always enough time to embody, to serve, to accomplish, and to love
Together we will let go of the endless chase of the ego, which attempts to produce more and more
in finite time. Our attention will be focused on what is, on the present moment. Slowing down and
quieting down helps us reorient to our shared purpose as human beings. We will discover the
revolutionary and sacred act of returning to simplicity.
We will tune in to the scent of our soul, its’ fragrant whisper, in the form of the still voice at the
center of our being. We will practice being a servant to the voice that asks us to bring to the
forefront that part of us -our soul – which has always known why we are here.
By connecting with our heart and soul’s deepest longing we can de-mystify mysticism and move
into our timeless essence. You are invited to discover how you can unlock your own internal
guidance, reconnecting with your authenticity and vulnerability – simply put- how to become more
human.
The chosen dates for this retreat fall within the first quarter moon, which is a period of growth.
This is a vital phase of the lunar cycle as we reach a great turning point. You may well be feeling
restricted by the familiar and old, and ready to embrace the new.
In the first quarter moon phase half of the moon is illuminated, with the other half remaining in
shadow. The moon is moving towards its full brightness. It is determined to get from where it is
now to where it finally wants to be – the full moon.
As the moon moves towards fullness so will we move towards wholeness. By welcoming and
accepting our shadow side we will become lighter and lighter, allowing our soul to show us to the
place where we long to be.
Our meditations and practices will focus on new and empowering energy while attracting clarity
love, vitality, joy and grace.
Come along – invite your soul to shine – embrace the unique myth that you are meant to embody.
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About Joanna Lundström
Johanna Lundström is one of the co-founders of Cal Reiet and our healer in residence. She
embarked on the yogic path – a journey of human development, inner science, and holistic
wellbeing over a decade ago. Ever since, she lives, practices, and encourages personal growth in
every aspect of live, whether business or private.
Committed to savor the beauty of life, Johanna thrives on inspiring other to follow their heart and
shine bright. She passionately works with individuals and groups to bring about presence and
awareness to facilitate change from within. She is a yoga teacher, biodynamic craniosacral
practitioner, and transformational guide.
She works with the ancient healing technique tok sen, with various shamanic healing modalities
and she is a loving facilitator of the innederdance process. Johanna approaches the healing process
not from disease diagnosing perspective, but from wholeness, knowing that our system hast the
innate wisdom to heal itself from within when the right conditions are provided. She believes that
when the individual change so does the world because the world is made of individuals.

“Out beyond ideas of rightdoing and wrongdoing, there is a field, I will meet you there” - Rumi
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DAILY PROGRAM*
Day 1
16:00 Opening Circle: sharing, moving, relating, meditating & intention setting
19:00 Dinner
Day 2
07:15 Sunrise meditation
07:45 Mindful movement
09:30 Breakfast
Free time for tailor-made healing sessions
16:00 Sharing circle
16:30 Innerdance: a healing soundscape
19:00 Dinner
Day 3
07:00 Contemplative Sunrise hike
10:00 Breakfast
Free time for tailor-made healing sessions
16:00 The art of self-expression
17:00 Kundalini moving meditation
19:00 Dinner
20:15 Evening ceremony
Day 4
07:15 Sunrise meditation
07:45 Closing circle, moving & sharing
09:30 Breakfast
11:00 Check out
Afternoon is open for personal healing sessions
* Schedule subject to changes
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IS THIS RETREAT FOR ME?
This heart-opening healing retreat is intended to help you get mental distance from daily routines
and conditioned patterns to reclaim your inner peace and balance, see clearer, understand more,
refresh and inspire you to make helpful, positive life changes. No previous experience is needed.
Come as you are. During the retreat you will be pampered in the beautiful oasis of Cal Reiet
including hammam, sauna, saltwater swimming pool, healthy food, tailor-made healing sessions
and more.

PRICING
4 days / 3 nights retreat
Single room – 1.252 €*
Double room – 890 €/person*
What is included:
3 nights’ accommodation at Cal Reiet Holistic Retreat
Vegetarian/Vegan Brunch and Dinner
Yoga and meditation program as described in the daily schedule
External participants (not staying overnight):
525 €/person
(Includes everything mentioned above - except accommodation)

*Prices are based on room category “Deluxe Double Room”.
Furthermore, upon availability, you have the following option:
Luxury Rooms:
Single room- 1387€
Double room - 1025 €/person
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REGISTRATION & PAYMENT
To make your reservation, please contact enquiries@calreiet.com or alternatively call us at
(+34) 971 947 047.
We charge 500, - € deposit when booking up to 3 months in advance to guarantee the room.
Three months before the retreat the remaining amount will be charged.
Our account details:
IBAN: ES80 0019 0086 15 4010067913
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTESBBXXX
Bank: Deutsche Bank
Beneficiary: Cal Reiet Mallorca SL

After receiving your payment CAL REIET HOLISTIC RETREAT will send you a booking
confirmation. By doing the payment for the retreat reservation you accept the cancellation policy
stated below.
CANCELLATION POLICY
There will be no refunds or discounts for arriving late, leaving early, flight cancellations, travel
delays or illness. We do not accept any liability for failure to provide the services contracted or any
of them due to circumstances beyond our control. To the extent permitted by law, Cal Reiet do
not accept any liability arising out of any occurrences beyond its control including but not limited
to acts of terrorism, acts of God, flood, war, strikes, riot, theft, delay, cancellation, civil disaster,
government regulations or changes in itinerary or schedule (collectively, “Force Majeure”).
If you cancel the retreat for any reason, the cancellation policy below will apply, with no exceptions:
IF YOU CANCEL YOUR RESERVATION:
If you cancel more than three months in advance – we will charge 150€ as an Administration Fee.
The remaining amount (350,00€) will be refunded.
If you cancel between 30 and 90 days prior to retreat start, we will transfer 100% of the deposit
paid towards a new retreat or private booking.
If you cancel up to 3 weeks prior to retreat start, we will transfer 75% of the deposit paid towards
a new retreat or private booking.
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If you cancel up to 2 weeks prior to retreat start, we will transfer 50% of the deposit paid towards
a new retreat or private booking.
If you cancel up to 1 week prior to retreat start, we will transfer 25% of the deposit paid towards
a new retreat or private booking.
If you cancel less than 1 week prior to retreat start, no refund will be given.
To cancel please send an email stating that you wish to cancel your booked retreat to
enquiries@calreiet.com.
In the event that Cal Reiet Mallorca S.L. by forces beyond its power needed to cancel all services
stipulated under the contract, Cal Reiet Mallorca S.L. reserves the right to postpone the booking
by offering alternative dates and transferring the full amount of the deposit received towards the
new booking.
We look forward to having you with us!
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